To choose to work with Venus in this way is to choose to deepen your
relationship with your own personal Sacred Feminine rhythms.
Venus has an 18-month cycle that reboots every time she retrogrades.
There is a cyclical process of Release & Reclamation that we do throughout
her cycle. It is an opportunity to connect with your own Heart to decide
what is truly important & valuable in your life, at any given moment.
Venus has a larger 8-year cycle that happens which suggests that we are
deeply supported to consciously shift our values & priorities in small,
personal ways every 18-months and on a much larger, life-changing scale,
every 8-years.
Co-creating with this rhythm of Release & Reclamation & paying attention
to how it feels when she activates one of your planets, will help you master
your magnetics so that you are naturally repelling what you do not want in
your life, while also magnetizing into your life all that you do want.
The whole idea of connecting with Venus’ rhythm is to condition you to the
on-going, evolutionary process of consciously shifting your personal values
& priorities on a regular basis. Life can get in the way, causing you to put
important things on the back-burner but when you are in relationship with
Venus, you do that a lot less and life becomes much more sacred & rich, in
the moment.
Now, with your Personal Activations to guide you, learning which planets
affect you in which ways when they are interacting with Venus becomes a
powerful tool in your personal Karmic Tool KIT.
When Venus in the sky contacts any planet in your chart, you can consider
this a meeting with your most trusted advisors & a good time for cultivating
or designing your own ritual, ceremony or prayer to do on the day before,
day of or day after that activation date (you can extend that to a week).
When you consciously co-create with Venus, you engage with the Sacred
Feminine within & around you. Learning her natural rhythm, and how she
feels as she interacts with your personal chart, will serve you well.

Venus ~trine~ Your Jupiter:
(6.8.2017 ~ 12.27.2017 ~ 4.2.2018)
This is usually a pleasant energy, although short lived. This is a good time to
enjoy some kind of social activity. No pressure – just easy, laid-back fun. It can
make you prone to laziness or excess, but only if you’re already prone to it.
Otherwise, if you are typically busy and constantly on the go, this energy gives
you permission to kick back a little and release the usual pressures to produce.
Take some time out to ‘smell the roses’ or at least reflect on all that you have
accomplished and give your Self due credit for coming this far. This is a good time
to travel, go on a vacation or take a short trip. This energy tends to bring forth
earned blessings. Take a moment to give thanks to the powers that be which
brought you to this point!

Venus ~sextile~ Your Mars:
(6.13.2017 ~ 9.25.201 ~ 4.5.2018 ~ 7.16.2018)
This energy is good for creating the balance between self & other. This energy is
good for trying new things & meeting new people, if/when possible. It creates a
good vibe and balanced masculine/feminine energy that allows a nice exchange
between self and other. This is a good time to be creative, so be cognizant of any
ideas that come to you right now, even if you cannot implement them right away.
This is a happy, upbeat energy, so if you can be sociable, by all means, get out and
mingle. It’s possible to attract someone under this influence as well. The best
thing to do with this energy is get involved with new and progressive projects or
people. It’s all very positive.

Venus ~sextile~ Your Sun:
(6.16.2017 ~ 9.28.2017 ~ 4.8.2018 ~ 7.19.2018)
This is a powerful activation because it seems that the Solar Light shines on you
in a way that lights up your aura for all to see, and those who can't see it, will feel
it! The thing to keep in mind is that radiance is sourced within & being yourself
brings that out naturally. Use this time for social gathering or more casual
business gatherings, like networking, when people go intentionally to meet others
in their field. If you need to sell an idea to one or many, this too can magnetize
natural rewards for your authentic kindness and natural beauty. Be your BEST
Self and play with a purpose!

LIGHT Venus:
~ Love Affairs ~ Social Occasions ~
~ Profitable Partnerships ~

~ Natural Effortless Magnetizing of Positive Energy ~

SHADOW Venus:
~ Delusions in Love or Work ~ Limits in Resources ~
~Toxic or Non-existent Social Life ~
~More Repelling than Magnetizing~

unifying energetic force that
exists in/through all life
the invisible essence which links all life
and transcends language or species
what humanity contributes through
thoughts, feelings, words & deeds
creates a culture
what you spend your resources on
reveals what you value and
what your priorities are

